ing sequence and \el n \ is a Schauder basis for Z, (-77, 77). It is also
unique then (X ¡is said to be a complete interpolating sequence.
It is
shown that if the imaginary part of X is uniformly bounded and if |Re(X ) -zz| < L < V\ (-°° < zz < <x>), then ÍX \ is a complete interpolatn . . n 2 ing sequence and \el n \ is a Schauder basis for Z, (-77, 77) . It is also
shown that this result is sharp in the sense that the condition |x -zz| < Vi is not sufficient to guarantee that ¡X ¡ is an interpolating sequence.
1. A sequence \X \ =_00 of (distinct) real or complex numbers is said to be an interpolating sequence for L (-77, 77) if the system of equations n = f"nf{t)elXn'dt t-»<»<«) Remark. An incorrect proof of this result appears in [4] , where a theorem of Duffin and Schaeffer is misstated.
3. Theorem 1 is sharp in the sense that L cannot be taken equal to lA.
This follows from the fact that if \p \ is given by a = n -%, n > 0, for every function / in L2(-77, 77). In the terminology of Duffin and Schaeffer [2] , the set {VA*'S is a frame. We complete the proof by showing that this leads to a contradiction. 
